The New Shaper LED Lantern, Lapel and Loop Series Fixtures

Shaper’s 800 series pendants and sconces are the latest addition to our LED product offering. The Lantern, Lapel and Loop families include 10 new fixtures in two sizes each. Integral LED sources offered in four CCT choices are used in these energy efficient products. Softer lines, new hand-crafted finishes and a touch of playfulness are combined to create unique fixtures. The Lantern family makes a statement with indirect reflection while the Loop family recalls a timeless geometric shape and the Lapel family plays with interlocking curved panels. Used individually or in combination, these pendants and sconces will add a distinctive look to your project.

840 – Lantern pendant
- Available in 36” and 48” nominal diameters
- LED light source
  o 36” - 88W x 9,500L
  o 48” - 116W x 12,500L
- Available in a variety of metal and painted finishes
- LED indirect up light with separate switching optional

841 – Lantern sconce
- Available in 14” and 18” nominal heights
- LED light source
  o 14” - 13W x 1400L
  o 18” - 18W x 2000L
- Reflective Surface available in AF (Aluminum Frost) or MW (Matte White) finishes
- Front panel available in matching or contrasting metal and painted finishes

842 – Lapel pendant
- Available in 24” and 36” nominal diameters
- LED light source
  o 24” & 36” - 28W x 3000L
  o Optional down light module 9W x 1200L
- Interior Reflective Surface available in AF (Aluminum Frost) or MW (Matte White) finishes
- Outside Surfaces available in matching or contrasting metal and painted finishes

862 – Lapel Tall sconce
- Available in 18 and 26” nominal heights
- LED light source
  o 18” - 18W x 2000L
  o 26” - 28W x 3000L
- Available in a variety of finish options
- Available with option for separate up and down circuiting

865 - Loop Circular Wall sconce
- Available in 14” & 18” nominal diameters
- ADA Compliant
- LED light source
  o 14” - 13W x 1500L
  o 18” - 20W x 2000L
- Available in a variety of metal and painted finish options